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Executive Summary
There is cautious optimism about the U.S. economy’s short-term 
prospects, but we remain watchful of potential challenges, espe-
cially in the manufacturing sector and the impact of tightening 
monetary policy. The odds of a recession are considered low in the 
near term, but there is some very real concern about the possibili-
ty of a recession in 2024.

However, the risk of a sustained moderate global slowdown is a 
real possibility amid diverging trends among the world’s econo-
mies. Europe, which was a major source of rising momentum in 
the first half of the year, has seen activity ease markedly in recent 
months, and is even flirting with the prospect of recession. Trends 
in China remain positive, but not as much as the first half of the 
year.

Concerns about inflation, potential increases in Treasury yields, 
and the expectation of a weaker U.S. dollar over the medium to 
long term, are acute to our fixed income outlook. While inflation 
has receded temporarily, commodity prices and shelter costs 
could prevent inflation from falling significantly further. 

Through the first seven months of this year, the S&P 500 soared 
19.5%, notching its strongest start since 1997 and 10th best since 
1926. The only drawdown of more than 5% was a 7.8% decline from 
February 2 to March 13, a period that included the second- and 
third-largest bank failures in U.S. history. However last month the 
S&P 500 slipped 1.8%. Was August the start of a prolonged down-
trend, or was it a healthy correction? Our historical analysis sides 
with the latter.

The monthly August pullback cooled off the run across sectors. 
Energy was the only sector to finish the month not in negative 
territory. We lifted Energy to overweight as it was supported by a 
rising 10-year Treasury yield, and bullish readings from our Crude 
Futures and Commodity models.  

The current phase of the earnings cycle is a bullish influence on 
global stocks. If the next earnings season brings more of what 
we’ve seen during the current one, then there’s a good chance that 
fourth quarter equity performance will have the degree of strength 
consistent with historical tendencies.
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The U.S. economy has been surprisingly resilient this year despite higher interest rates, 525 basis points 
of Fed rate hikes since March of last year, and still-elevated inflation. Real gross domestic product 
(GDP) expanded at an annualized rate of 2.4% in Q2, following a 2.0% gain in Q1. The Atlanta Fed’s GDP-
Now model is tracking at over a 5% annualized rate for Q3. 

Moreover, just two of the 10 indicators in our U.S. Recession Watch Report are flashing negative signals, 
indicating the risk of near-term recession is low. The consistent growth driver has been the consumer. 
Excess pandemic savings remain positive, according to our calculations, which has helped keep con-
sumer spending strong. Real wages are now rising, indicating increased purchasing power. Not surpris-
ingly, consumer confidence and small business confidence have been increasing in recent months.  

Additionally, reducing labor demand without causing a rise in unemployment will be an important feat 
for the Fed and a hallmark of a soft landing, post-Jackson Hole meetings (chart below). The amount of 
policy tightening already in the pipeline is expected to be a headwind to real GDP growth over the next 
12 months, but likely not enough to cause a recession in the short term. However, we still think there’s a 
decent probability for a U.S. recession in 2024.

U.S. economy: Continued signs of soft landing

Fewer job openings but no rise in unemployment
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After a strong first half of the year, the global economy saw economic momentum ease for a third 
straight month in August, according to the latest global PMIs. This supports our narrative of a tougher 
second half for the world economy, as presented in our 2H outlook in June. The global composite PMI 
(comprised of services and manufacturing, chart below) fell 1.1 points in August, its third straight de-
crease, to 50.6, indicating its slowest growth since January. The easing momentum is historically asso-
ciated with less upside in global stocks, supporting our view of choppier stock market performance in 
2H. 

Despite the moderating expansion, there isn’t sufficient evidence to suggest that the global economy 
is entering a severe recession, which has historically been associated with the worst bear markets for 
stocks. Many of the indicators in our Severe Global Recession Watch Report are far from their reces-
sionary thresholds. This includes the composite PMI, which would need to fall below 47.8 to trigger a 
signal. Moreover, some forward-looking indicators in the PMI report, such as the future output index, 
improved in August.

However, the risk of a sustained moderate global slowdown is a real possibility amid diverging trends 
among the world’s economies. Europe, which was a major source of rising momentum in the first half of 
the year, has seen activity ease markedly in recent months, and is even flirting with the prospect of re-
cession. Trends in China and the U.S. remain positive, but not as much as the first half of the year, while 
Japan and several large emerging markets, such as India, continue to report robust activity.

International economy: Global growth slows

Global economic momentum continued to ease in August
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We have previously argued that the biggest risks for the bond market were an un-anchoring of 
inflation expectations and a higher term premium, which could push 10-year Treasury yields back 
toward 5.25%, where they were in 2006-07.

We’ve been totally on board with a higher yield structure over the intermediate to longer-term. 
The debate is over the timing. We expected inflation to fall hard into the spring and summer 
months, which it has. Further progress over the balance of the year may prove more difficult. 

Led by mostly by energy, commodity prices have bounced, and base effects are reversing. House 
prices have rebounded, and rents have stabilized, which could cause shelter costs to remain sticky.

We also see a weaker U.S. dollar (USD) to be our biggest macro trade over the next 3-5 years. This 
has been on our radar ever since the USD became 18% overvalued last September (chart below).

The overvaluation has since been reduced, falling out of extreme territory to 4.8% in July. The 
U.S. Dollar Index, which is heavily weighted toward the euro, has declined 9.4% from its September 
peak. Additionally, a more balanced labor market from downward revisions could put pressure on 
the Fed’s expected policy path, reducing rate differentials, and weighing on the U.S. dollar.

Fixed income: Where we are and what’s ahead

U.S. Dollar Index retreating from overvalued territory
Monthly 1/31/1973 - 7/31/2023 (Log Scale)
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• General stock market trend evidence remains bullish short-term to long-term. The long-term evi-
dence is shown by the rising linear regression trendline of the real (inflation-adjusted) S&P 500 price 
(chart below, middle clip).

• There have been no 20-year periods since 1925 where the S&P 500 total return was not bullish, and 
this includes 1929.

• Nevertheless, we are currently well above the longer-term trendline (bottom clip), suggesting the 
market is extended on the upside. Looking out over the next 1-to-10 years, average annualized re-
turns could range from slightly negative to moderately positive (table below, top clip).

Investment implications: Trend leans bullish

Long-term trend is up, but S&P 500 extended
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S&P 500 Long-Term Trend Monthly Data 1928-01-31 to 2023-08-31 (Log Scale)
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The U.S. stock market started 2023 strong and has barely looked back. The S&P 500 Index jumped 
7.0% in Q1, added another 8.3% in Q2, and still another 3.1% in July. Through seven months, the S&P 
500 soared 19.5%, its strongest start since 1997 and 10th best since 1926. The only drawdown of 
more than 5% was a 7.8% decline from February 2 to March 13, a period that included the second- 
and third-largest bank failures in U.S. history. 

We took a look at all cases since 1926 when the S&P 500 Index rose at least 10% year-to-date 
through July and declined in August (table below). From August 31 through year-end, the S&P 500 
has risen 14 out of 14 times by an average of 9.9% versus an average of 1.9% for all September-to-De-
cember periods.

The NDR Cycle Composite (a combination of the 1-, 4-, and 10-year cycles) for 2023 suggested an-
other seasonally weak period heading into August, and on cue, the S&P 500 slipped 1.8%. Was Au-
gust the start of a prolonged downtrend, or was it a healthy correction? History sides with the latter. 
Recent weakness could have further to go, but strong starts to the year followed by a pullback are 
often followed by further gains through year-end.

U.S. equities: A compelling historical study

After >10% through July &  August, big gains through year-end, on average
S&P 500 Index Performance September - December When January - July >10% & August <0%

Year 12/31 - 7/31 (%) 7/31/- 8/31 (%) 8/31 - 12/31 (%)

1938 17.5 -2.7 9.5

1954 24.5 -3.4 20.6

1955 21.0 -0.8 5.3

1964 10.9 -1.6 3.6

1967 18.0 -1.2 3.0

1975 29.5 -2.1 3.8

1976 14.7 -0.5 4.4

1985 14.2 -1.2 12.0

1988 10.1 -3.9 6.2

1995 22.4 0.0 9.6

1997 28.8 -5.7 7.9

1998 15.5 -14.6 28.4

2013 18.2 -3.1 13.2

2019 18.9 -1.8 10.4

2023 19.5 -1.8 ??

Mean 18.9 -3.0 9.9

Median 18.1 -2.0 8.7

% Positive 100.0 0.0 100.0

All Periods Mean 5.2 0.7 1.9

2023 case not included in summary statistics.
Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices 

Ned Davis Research T_SSF23_34.1
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U.S. sectors: Rates impacted sector leadership
The S&P 500 fell 1.8% in August, registering its first monthly decline since February. All sectors 
other than Energy finished the month in negative territory (chart below). Despite the broad 
weakness, leadership was more cyclical than defensive, with low-beta sectors of Utilities and 
Consumer Staples finishing as the worst performers for the month.  

The combination of a resilient economy and a moderation of inflation improvement has led to 
growing expectations that the Fed will have to keep rates higher for longer to bring inflation closer 
to its 2% target. The recalibrated outlook has now led to a surge in long-term bond yields. In 
general, rising yields have been associated with a strong economy and outperformance from the 
most economically-sensitive, cyclical Value sectors. We lifted Energy to overweight, supported 
by a rising 10-year Treasury yield and bullish readings from our Crude Futures and Commodity 
models.

Entering September, the sector model is overweight Information Technology, Communication 
Services, and Utilities. While Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, Materials, and Real 
Estate are underweight.

All sectors but Energy were down in August
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S&P 500 GICS Sector Monthly Performance (07/31/2023 - 08/31/2023)
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Themes: Taking a breather
After three strong months, the thematic space was due to cool. Only 7 of 51 themes (13%) outperformed 
the S&P 500 (-1.8%) in August, the worst showing since January 2022. Highlights from our three groups:

• Technology (-6.6%) saw only 2 of 17 themes outperform — Cybersecurity and Cloud. Even though 
the Tech group was among the worst performers, our cap-weighted Tech Titans theme outper-
formed the S&P 500 (-1.8%) by 100 basis points.

• Demographics (-5.2%) saw only 2 of 19 themes outperform — Cannabis and India Thematic. 

• Global Shock (-6.9%) saw only 2 of 15 themes outperform — Uranium and Master Limited Partner-
ships (MLPs). This is a commodity-heavy group and was the worst-performing group of the three 
groups we follow.

Last month’s performance was to be expected given the broad risk-off sentiment and strong rallies over 
the last three months. Despite expected increased volatility over the next few weeks, we maintain our 
overweights on AI and China Tech. We upgraded Uranium/Uranium Producers on August 30, based on 
expected supply constraints and an increased focus as an alternative energy in the U.S.

Commodity-related themes saw positive flows
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International equities: Earnings influence
The current phase of the earnings cycle is a bullish influence on global equities. And if the next earn-
ings season brings more of what we’ve seen during the current one, then there’s a good chance that 
fourth quarter equity performance will have the degree of strength consistent with historical tenden-
cies. 

Over the three months starting at the end of September and ending at year-end, global stocks have 
had a mean gain of 4.4% and have risen in 83% of the cases since 1987, both higher than any other 
three-month period.

Earnings have become a positive driver in several ways. First, beat rates have been positive and 
gaining momentum. Second, the earnings advance has been led by rising percentages of companies 
with earnings upgrades. Third, forward earnings growth has been leading trailing earnings growth 
that has been bottoming out in most cases, currently indicating that an ongoing earnings uptrend 
can be expected. 

65% of second quarter earnings reports have beaten expectations after reports from 55% of the 
component companies. The global earnings beat rate’s year-to-year point change has reached its 
highest level in nearly two years (chart below).

Global stock earnings beat rate high and rising
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August - Monthly Returns

Excerpts from the following NDR publications:
“Global growth slows again, should we be worried?” by Alejandra Grindal, September 7, 2023
“G7 and BIC Outlook – Diverging trends” by Alejandra Grindal, August 26, 2023 
“Where we are and what’s ahead” by Joe Kalish, August 21, 2023 
“My biggest macro trade” by Joe Kalish, August 31, 2023 
“A compelling historical study and whether it applies to 2023” by Ed Clissold, September 6, 2023
“Monthly sector update – September 2023” by Rob Anderson, September 6, 2023
“Thematic update September 2023” by Pat Tschosik, September 6, 2023
“A bullish earnings influence” by Tim Hayes, August 31, 2023

Citations

Editors:
Owen Haffey Amy Lubas, CFA
Technical Writer VP, Investment Solutions
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S&P 500 Sector Monthly Returns

Chart's date range is 08/01/2023 to 09/01/2023. U.S. sector returns are based on S&P 500 GICS sectors and calculated using total return indices.
Source:    S&P Capital IQ and MSCI, Inc. (GICS)
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S&P 500 Sector Monthly Returns

Chart's date range is 08/01/2023 to 09/01/2023. U.S. sector returns are based on S&P 500 GICS sectors and calculated using total return indices.
Source:    S&P Capital IQ and MSCI, Inc. (GICS)
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Important Information and Disclaimers
NDR (Ned Davis Research) uses the weight of the evidence and a 360-degree approach to build up to market 
insights.  When we say “evidence,” we mean processing millions of data series to fuel a historical perspective, build 
proprietary indicators and models, and calm investors in a world full of bull/bear news hype and hysteria.  We believe 
that no client is too big or too small to benefit from NDR’s insights.

The data and analysis contained in NDR’s publications are provided “as is” and without warranty of any kind, either 
expressed or implied. The information is based on data believed to be reliable, but it is not guaranteed.   NDR 
DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, SUITABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.

NDR’s reports reflect opinions of our analysts as of the date of each report, and they will not necessarily be updated 
as views or information change.  All opinions expressed therein are subject to change without notice, and you should 
always obtain current information and perform due diligence before trading. NDR or its aff iliated companies or their 
respective shareholders, directors, off icers and/or employees, may have long or short positions in the securities 
discussed in NDR’s publications and may purchase or sell such securities without notice.

NDR uses and has historically used various methods to evaluate investments which may, at times, produce 
contradictory recommendations with respect to the same securities. When evaluating the results of prior NDR 
recommendations or NDR performance rankings, one should also consider that NDR may modify the methods 
it uses to evaluate investment opportunities from time to time, that model results do not impute or show 
the compounded adverse eff ect of transaction costs or management fees or reflect actual investment 
results, that other less successful recommendations made by NDR are not included with these model 
performance reports, that some model results do not reflect actual historical recommendations, and that 
investment models are necessarily constructed with the benefit of hindsight.  Unless specifically noted on 
a chart, report, or other device, all performance measures are purely hypothetical, and are the results of 
back-tested methodologies using data and analysis over time periods that pre-dated the creation of the 
analysis and do not reflect tax consequences, execution, commissions, and other trading costs. For these 
and for many other reasons, the performance of NDR’s past recommendations and model results are not a 
guarantee of future results.

Using any graph, chart, formula, model, or other device to assist in deciding which securities to trade or when to 
trade them presents many diff iculties and their eff ectiveness has significant limitations, including that prior patterns 
may not repeat themselves continuously or on any particular occasion.  In addition, market participants using such 
devices can impact the market in a way that changes the eff ectiveness of such devices. NDR believes no individual 
graph, chart, formula, model, or other device should be used as the sole basis for any investment decision and 
suggests that all market participants consider diff ering viewpoints and use a weight of the evidence approach that 
fits their investment needs. Any particular piece of content or commentary may or may not be representative of the 
NDR House View, and may not align with any of the other content or commentary that is provided in the service. 
Performance measures on any chart or report are not intended to represent the performance of an investment 
account or portfolio, as some formulas or models may have superior or inferior results over diff ering time periods 
based upon macro-economic or investment market regimes.  NDR generally provides a full history of a formula 
or model’s hypothetical performance, which often reflects an “all in” investment of the represented market or 
security during “buy”, “bullish”, or similar recommendations. This approach is not indicative of the intended usage 
of the recommendation in a client’s portfolio, and for this reason NDR does not typically display returns as would 
be commonly stated when reporting portfolio performance. Clients seeking the usage of any NDR content in a 
simulated portfolio back-test should contact their account representative to discuss testing that NDR can perform 
using the client’s specific risk tolerances, fees, and other constraints.

NDR’s reports are not intended to be the primary basis for investment decisions and are not designed to meet 
the particular investment needs of any investor.   The reports do not address the suitability of any particular 
investment for any particular investor.  The reports do not address the tax consequences of securities, investments, 
or strategies, and investors should consult their tax advisors before making investment decisions.  Investors should 
seek professional advice before making investment decisions.  The reports are not an off er or the solicitation of an 
off er to buy or to sell a security. 

Further distribution prohibited without prior permission.  Full terms of service, including copyrights, terms of use, 
and disclaimers are available at https://www.ndr.com/web/ndr/terms-of-service. For data vendor disclaimers, refer to 
www.ndr.com/vendorinfo. 
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Founded in 1980, Ned Davis Research Group is a leading independent 

research firm with clients around the globe. With a range of products 

and services utilizing a 360° methodology, we deliver award-winning 

solutions to the world’s leading investment management companies. 

Our clients include professionals from global investment firms, 

banks, insurance companies, mutual funds, hedge funds, pension 

and endowment funds, and registered investment advisors.


